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horizon...and anyone who‟s ever attended such an
even knows exactly what I‟m talking about.

Editorial
[Note: The following
views are not particularly those of the RMS
officers, nor should they be taken as representing
the overall official RMS Match-cover
Society,...and, if they prove to be too
controversial...they aren’t mine either!]
A LITTLE INNOCENT LOBBYING?
The annual RMS convention is almost upon us
once again—this time, w-a-a-a-y over here in
California. And, anytime collectors get together
for a convention, swapfest, or even an occasional
club meeting, there are always display
competitions....the key word here being
“competition.”

Although such lobbying may sometimes be
done by a spouse or friend, it‟s normally carried
out by the person who created the display. It takes
two forms: blatant and subtle.
In the blatant variety, the prospective judge is
simply told outright, “That‟s my display there, the
one with all the great Indian headdresses. None of
the other display even come close to this one.
You should vote for mine.”
In the subtle variety, the display owner simply
drops a seemingly „innocent‟ remark amidst an
ongoing conversation: “Oh, I had the display I
was entering just perfect, and then all those
beautiful Indian covers shifted position in the
baggage, and I had to quickly redo the whole
thing when I got to the hotel.” Or, “Take a look at
the General Match Co. covers I have on display
and tell me if you see any new manumarks.”

The results are the same in any event. The
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Of course, if you do, it‟s probably because
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